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As Middle East Burns, It’s Business as Usual for UK
Arms Trade

By Michaela Whitton
Global Research, June 24, 2015
The Anti-Media 23 June 2015

Theme: Militarization and WMD

In  the  heart  of  London  Docklands  this  September,  international  arms  dealers  will  be
schmoozing over cappuccinos and paninis in the bi-yearly “Defence & Security Equipment
International” arms fair.

As  the  Middle  East  burns  and  U.K.  discourse  on  human  rights  becomes  increasingly
threadbare,  it  will  be  business  as  usual  for  the  profiteers,  as  the  DSEI  fair  promotes
everything from bullets  to  battleships.  Between the 15th-18th of  September,  London’s
ExCeL  centre  will  morph  into  a  big  boys’  playground,  witnessing  deals  that  reinforce
Western militarism and strengthen authoritarian regimes throughout the world.

According  to  the  Campaign  Against  Arms  Trade,  Saudi  Arabia  is  Britain’s  most  prolific
weapons buyer, with the U.K. government licensing over £3.8 billion worth of arms to the
Gulf regime since 2010.

In Yemen, it is civilians who are bearing the brunt of British-built warplanes flying overhead,
with over 2,000 killed since March 2015 and 80% of the population currently requiring
humanitarian assistance. Earlier this year, Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond pledged that
Britain would support the Saudi-led assault “in every practical way short of engaging in
combat.”

The London arms fair is a crucial event for those in the war business. Let’s take a look at
who may be there.

Who is selling?

This year’s event boasts 1,500 exhibitors ‘‘in a list that is growing daily.” The2013 fair
hosted arms companies from over 50 countries, selling everything from small arms and
warships to surveillance equipment and riot control gear. Information on some of the larger
companies involved is listed below:

BAE Systems is the world’s third largest arms producer with a portfolio that
includes  fighter  aircraft,  warships,  tanks,  armoured  vehicles,  artillery,  missiles
and small arms ammunition. Long-term customers include the repressive Saudi
Arabian regime and the U.K. Ministry of Defence.
Heckler & Koch is one of the world’s largest small arms dealers producing pistols,
rifles, machine guns, sub-machine guns and grenade launchers.
Lockheed Martin is the world’s largest arms producer and particularly dominant
in terms of fighter aircraft. It is also the prime contractor for long-range Trident
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nuclear missiles deployed on the U.S.S. Ohio and U.K. Vanguard submarines.
Rafael  is  a  major  state-owned Israeli  arms company that  develops missiles,
electronic warfare systems, radar, and communications systems.
Raytheon is most famous for missiles, including the Stinger family of surface-to-
air  missiles  and the  Tomahawk cruise  missile.  It  is  also  a  winner  of  drone
contracts in the U.S.
Rosoboronexport has been Syria’s main weapons supplier in recent years and
according to Human Rights Watch, has accounted for 78% of Syria’s imports of
major conventional weapons.

Who’s buying?

Information on countries participating this year is scarce, though the list of those invited to
the 2013 fair goes some way towards painting a picture of who may have been present
then.

Fourteen of  those invited to  the last  event  represented authoritarian regimes,  9  were
identified by the U.K. Foreign Office as having ”the most serious wide-ranging human rights
concerns” and 9 on the list were actually at war when invited.

These deals are not just about the buying and selling of weaponry and military equipment.
Nor  are  they  just  about  fuelling  conflicts,  silencing  dissent,  and  aiding  those  committing
brutal human rights violations. This is about the purchase of silence from a government that
claims to respect human rights and democracy. Not only is the U.K. government turning a
blind eye, it’s actively pulling up the drawbridge when a handful of the 50 million globally
displaced by conflict attempt to seek refuge in the UK.

You can’t make this stuff up.

Aiming  to  disrupt  the  event  (as  well  as  build  networks  of  solidarity),  anti-arms  trade
campaigners  with  Stop the Arms Fair  coalition are holding a week of  action from the
7th-12th of September of this year.
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